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2015 Rangers Committee Members 
 

 
 
 
President:      Vice President: 
Zoran Taseski     George Meechan 
0408 303 504     0401 984 212 
ztaseski@bigpond.com  george_meechan@obienglass.com.au 
 
Secretary:      Registrar: 
Kim Johnson     Jo North 
0415 264 473     0412 245 445 
kim.johnson@au.mcd.com   jo@obcsydneynorth.com.au 
 
Treasurer:      Canteen Manager: 
George Johnson    Nicole Hanger 
0417 041 880     0408 225 230  
glj1961@gmail.com    hangers@dodo.com.au 
 
Mini Roos Coordinator: 
Jo North 
0412 245 445 
jo@obcsydneynorth.com.au 
 
 
Member Protection Officers: Nicole Hanger, Jo North & Kim Johnson 
 
 
 
Picton Rangers Club Email: pictonfc@gmail.com 
 
Picton Rangers Website: www.pictonrangersfc.com.au 
 
Club house Phone Number: (02) 46771722 
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Picton Rangers Football Club 
Coaches & Managers Code of Conduct 

 
 
 
 

1. Respect the rights, dignity and worth of all players and ensure everyone is treated 
equally 

2. Ensure all players are involved in a positive environment and that the game and 
training is a positive and enjoyable experience. 

3. Respect all players’ individuality and help them reach their own full potential. 
4. To be fair, considerate and honest with all players 
5. Will be professional and accept responsibility for my actions and encourage players to 

demonstrate the same qualities 
6. Make a commitment to my team and myself that I will continue to improve my own 

knowledge of the game through coach education and various training programs. 
7. To coach my players to play within the rules and in the spirit of the game of soccer. 
8. Avoid any physical contact with the players and should it be required it would be 

appropriate to the situation and necessary for the player’s skill development. 
9. Refrain from any form of personal abuse towards my players. Also be aware of any 

form of abuse directed towards any/all players from other sources whilst they are in my 
care. 

10. Refrain from any form of harassment towards any/all players. 
11. Provide a safe environment for training and competition, by ensuring the equipment 

and facilities meet safety standards. 
12. Concern and caution will be shown towards sick and injured players and allow for 

further participation in training and competition only when appropriate. 
13. No engagement in the use of crude, foul or abusive language that may be determined 

as offensive, or engage in any conduct detrimental to the image of the game when on 
or off the field. 

14. Refrain from arguing with the referee and/or assistant referees regarding decisions 
they make. 

15. Treat all participants, officials and spectators with courtesy and respect. 
16. Encourage my team to play within the laws of the game. 
17. No consent to the use of any banned substance or drugs of dependence by my players 
18. Act in a responsible manner and accept responsibility for my actions. 
19. Respect PRFC dress code to all Rangers Home and Away games and club functions. 
20. With the assistance of the Team Manager encourage all players and their parents for 

commitment of help and support for all home games; through set up, BBQ, Raffle ticket 
selling, canteen and pack up. 

21. Smoking is not permitted at any time within the grounds of Hume Oval. 

  



Picton Rangers Football Club 
Players Code of Conduct 

 
 
1. Play by the rules and understand the spirit of the game.  
2. Play to win and never set out to lose.  
3. Play fair to earn respect and to detest cheats.  
4. Refrain from sexual harassment towards fellow players, coaches, officials & spectators.  
5. Never argue with an official, captain, coach or manager who is there to maintain discipline 
and fair play.  
6. Control your temper and avoid verbal abuse, sledging or deliberately distracting or 
provoking an opponent.  
7. Be honest with the coach concerning illness and injury.  
8. Work equally hard for yourself and your team.  
9. Be a good sport and applaud all good plays.  
10. Accept defeat with dignity and don’t seek excuses for defeat or blame the referee or 
anyone else.  
11. Promote the interests of football and encourage other people to watch it or play it fairly.  
12. Treat all participants equally, and reject corruption, drugs, racism, violence and other 
dangers to our sport.  
13. Help others to resist corrupting pressures and remind them of their commitment to their 
team, Our Club and the game. Appropriate conduct is required at all times - including social 
functions, team travel and road trips. HEAVY fines apply if the club is brought into 
disrepute. 
14. Co-operate with your coach, team-mates and opponents.  
15. Participate for your own enjoyment and benefit.  
16. Respect the rights, dignity and worth of all participants, coaches and officials.  
17. Denounce those who attempt to discredit our sport.  
18. Honour those who defend football’s good reputation with honesty and fairness and 
encourage others to act in the same way.  
19. Respect PRFC dress code to all Rangers Home and Away games and club functions. 
20.Compulsory Commitment of help and support for all home games; through set up, BBQ, 
Raffle ticket selling, canteen and pack up. 
21. Smoking is not permitted at any time within the grounds of Hume Oval. 
22. Full registration payment is required prior to the commencement of Round one. 
 

 
  



Picton Rangers Football Club 
Parents Code of Conduct 

 
 
 
 

As a parent there are a number of things you can do to maximize your child’s enjoyment and 
minimize potential risks to their well-being including: 
 
 

1. Getting involved in the club. 

 This can be through being the team Manager, help set up on game day or pack 
up the game day, the canteen, the BBQ or being part of the committee. 

2. Being a good role model. 

 Encourage your child to participate, do their best and have fun. 

 Focus on your child’s effort and performance, rather than winning or losing. 

 Never ridicule or yell at a child for making a mistake or losing a competition. 

 Respect the decisions of Match Officials and teach children to do the same. 

 Respect the rights, dignity and worth of every person regardless of their gender, 
ability, race, colour, religion, language, and politics, national or ethnic origin. 

 Do not use violence in any form, whether it is against other spectators, Team 
Officials (including Coaches), Match Officials or Players. 

 Do not engage in discrimination, harassment or abuse in any form, including the 
use of obscene or offensive language or gestures. 
 

Smoking is not permitted at any time within the grounds of Hume Oval 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Match Cards: 

 To be completed in full in accordance with the sample attached – before the commencement 
of your game  

 Use BLUE or BLACK biro only (do not use pencil, roller ball, fiber tip, felt pens or liquid paper)  

 Write all players Surnames (no first names or initials) and FFA numbers on the card against the 
shirt number the player is wearing (If 2 surnames the same the FFA Number will determine 
who is who) 

 Reserves must be marked on the Match Card by placing an R in the column provided  

 If players have been borrowed (see Section 5), the team where they have been borrowed from 
must also be noted on match card  

 Coach and Manager Details are to be recorded in the same manner as Players  

 Note the importance of compliance with these completion instructions as the cards may 
become a legal document in case of injury or court case  

 Clubs get fines for any errors found on match cards so please ensure correctness  

 Coach or Manager is to sign the match card at the conclusion of the game. Ensure correctness 
of score and of any red/yellow cards before signing. If there is an error please see an official 
who will approach the Referee for either confirmation of information recorded or to amend 
card if necessary  

 If a Coach or Manager does not sign a match card at the end of the game, errors on the card 
(including incorrect Result) will stand. 

 If your team is the only team at Home on your game day it is the Manager’s responsibility to 
deliver the completed match card to the Offices of Macarthur Football Assoc at Lynwood Park 
by 5pm Monday afternoon.  

 

Referee Fees: 
 

Referees are assigned to games by the Macarthur District Football Referee’s Association. 
At Picton Rangers, the canteen covers the cost of all the fees of the Ranger’s teams playing at home. 
When playing away the home team will pay the refs fees. 

 The only time you will need half the Refs fees will be for FA Cup Matches and during the Finals. 

 
Match Duration: 

The maximum duration of matches in the various age groups are as follows: 

 All Age & Over 35’s, Open Ladies and U18-21’s   90 Minutes 

 U 17’s       2 x 40 minute halves 

 U15’s – U16’s      2 x 35 minute halves 

 U13’s – U14’s      2 x 30 minute halves 

 U10’s – U12’s      2 x 25 minute halves 

 U8’s –U9’s       2 x 20 minute halves 

 U7’s       2 x 15 minute halves 

 U6’s       2 x 15 minute halves 

 
  



Borrowed Players: 
(Does not apply to Mini Roos) 

 A player may only fill-in for another team up to two years their current age group (i.e. if they 
are playing Under 12’s they will only be able to fill in for Under 13’s or Under 14’s)  

 A higher division player cannot play in a lower graded team within their age group  

 Please note that a player can play in a different team on four occasions.  

 If a player plays up in any higher division/age group more than 4 times (i.e. they can only play 
for any another team outside their own no more than 4 times in total), they will not be able to 
return to their registered team and will need to play out the year in the team they were filling 
in for on the 5th occasion. 

 A borrowed player should only be necessary when your team is unable to field 11 players or 
your team needs a reserve, in such cases your team players must be used before any 
borrowed players  

 All borrowed players are to be marked on the match card by their Surname, FFA Number and 
the team they are registered too (you will also need to borrow their Player Registration Card 
which needs to be shown before each game – please ensure this is returned to the team 
manager of the team where the player belongs after your game)  

 You cannot borrow a player any higher than two years above their age, if you do you may lose 
any points received from that game  

 You can only play a maximum of 3 borrowed players from a lower division. If you play more 
than three players you will lose any points from the game and the Club/Team will be fined by 
MDSFA.  

 

Borrowed Players – Grand Final Series 
 A higher graded player may not play in a lower graded team if filling in a higher age group, for 

example an U13/1 player cannot play in an U14/5 team  

 A player must have played at least one game for the team during the season to qualify as a 
player for the team during the finals series i.e. don’t play a borrowed player in a finals match if 
they have not have played for your team during the season  

 

Following is an extract from the MDSFA Local Competition By-Laws that describes the above in a little 
more detail:  
Rule 208: Players from lower grades may be permitted to play in higher age grades subject to 138.2 & 
140.2 and the following: - Players may play for another team of their club other than the team for 
which they are registered with only in the following circumstances.  
Rule 209: In the same age group - Any higher division. E.g. A Player from Under 12 Division 4 may be 
borrowed to play Under 12 Division 1, 2 or 3  
Rule 210: In the next higher age group – In the same or higher division e.g. A player from  
the Under 12 Division 1 may be borrowed to play Under 13 Division 1 only. A player form Under 12 
Division 2 may be borrowed to play Under 13 Division 1 or 2. A player from Under 12 Division 3 may 
be borrowed to play Under 13 Division 1, 2 or 3  
Rule 211: Two (2) age groups higher – Any division higher, in the same division or next lower division. 
E.g. A player from under 12 Division 1 may be borrowed to play under 14 Division 1 or 2. A player 
from Under 12 Division 2 may be borrowed to play under 14 Division 1,2 or 3  
 



ID Cards/Players Registration Cards 
 

 All Players ID Cards are to stay in the lanyards for the season. (No ID cards required for Mini 
Roos) 

 Once cards have been furnished to each team each player must be wearing their lanyard and 
produced prior to the match starting.  

 No card, no play is the official advice from Macarthur Football Association  

 A forfeit can be claimed if a team fails to produce ID Cards after 10 minutes of scheduled game 
start time  

 If you allow a game to proceed without having sighted ID Cards you cannot do anything about 
it at the end of or after the game is completed.  

 All Coaches and Managers need to wear their ID Card Lanyards whilst in the Technical box 
during the game. 

 Mini Roos teams are not supplied with ID cards and there is no need for Coach or Manager to 
check the other teams’ cards  

 

Technical Areas 
 Only Reserves, Coach and Manager’s (as recorded on Match Sheet/Card) are allowed in the 

technical area of the playing field. (No suspended players allowed) 

 No Reserve is allowed to leave the technical area unless entering the field of play  

 No Coach or Manager is allowed to enter the playing field unless directed by referee/match 
official  

 There is a zero tolerance in regards to smoking in or near the technical area i.e. no 
player/coach/manager/official is allowed to smoke in the technical area. You will be asked to 
leave the area for the duration of the match if you fail to abide by this rule. 

 
 
 
Suspended Players 

 When a player has been suspended their ID card is to be handed to the Secretary immediately. 

 Ensure that player’s (s) surname and FFA number is recorded in the “Stood Down Section” of 
the Match Card. Failure to do this results in the player’s suspension not being reduced that 
week.  

 If you incorrectly play a suspended player who has NOT served their full suspension your team 
will lose any points from that game and the Team will be fined by MFA. This fine will need to 
be paid by the team as this is not covered in normal club match fees or the Club.  

 ID Cards will be returned once suspension has been served. 
 

Yellow Cards 
 It is the Team Manager’s responsibility to inform the secretary every week of player Yellow 

Cards. 

 Receipt of 5 yellow cards in a season is an automatic stand-down of one week and therefore to 
avoid any loss of competition points or further action from MFA please ensure that the 
necessary player is stood down and noted as “Stood Down” on the game card/sheet. 



 

Red Cards 
 All red card send offs will have a minimum mandatory one week suspension. 

 The Club Secretary is to be emailed or text sent on the day that Red Card is received (no later 
than 5.00pm) so that Red Card details can be advised to MFA Judiciary as is required.  

 When emailing through details of the Red Card please advise the Club Secretary of the player’s 
:- Surname, FFA Number, Team, Opposition, Offence (this is noted on the match card by the 
Referee: R 1,2,3,4,5,6,7)  

 Should a player wish to appeal the LCC Judiciary suspension decision (once determined and 
advised by Club Secretary) they are to advise the Club Secretary if they wish to challenge the 
suspension and seek a hearing –you have only 48 hours to lodge an appeal  

 The Club Secretary will advise Player of the date of their hearing (usually Wed night the week 
following the Red Card at Lynwood Park) 

 The Club Executive will review all Send –Off’s and may take further action against the player 
depending upon the severity of the offence, or for repeat offences. This may result in the 
Player receiving extra time on top of the LCC suspension decision period, or in the most 
serious of offences, being banned by the Club.  

 

Match Results and Match Reports 
 All teams are required to notify the Club Secretary, Kim Johnson 0415 264 473 of the match 

result by 6pm on the day of the match as results need to be entered into the Macarthur 
System. 

 If you wish to see your teams match report on our web page you must submit it by 5pm 
Monday afternoon following the round. Photographs can be added to where possible. Please 
email report to George Johnson, glj1961@gmail.com.  

 
Injuries 

 All serious injuries need to be emailed through to Club Secretary, Kim Johnson with full details 
on the day injury occurred (i.e. Surname, FFA Number, Team, Nature of Injury, How Injury 
Occurred, and whether an ambulance was called etc.)  

 The player (or parent/guardian) should be directed to the Club’s website 
(www.pictonrangersfc.com.au) to download relevant Insurance details/Claim Forms  

 The player has only 30 days from injury date to make a claim  

 A Doctor’s Certificate/Clearance certificate may be required before a player is free to 
recommence training/playing. This is to protect the Coach and/or Club from any possible 
claims against them for negligence. 

 

Jewellery/Skins/Socks-Tape 
 No jewellery of any type is allowed to be worn during a game (including wedding rings)  

 Although some jewellery may not be visible (belly button piercings etc) it is very dangerous to 
the player and other players involved in the game to wear these and they should be removed 
before the game. Insurance will not cover any injury that occurs due to these being worn  

 Only “skins”/under playing short protective clothing/ bike shorts etc. can only be worn if they 
are the same colour as the playing shorts – WHITE. 
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Coach & Official Vests 
 Each Junior & All Age Coach will need to wear the Blue Coach Vest as supplied in playing kit – 

you may be asked to leave the technical area if you fail to wear the jacket. Mrgs are not 
required to wear a vest but must have their ID card Lanyards on at all times. 

 Each team is to have a Team Official who is to wear the Orange Team Officials vest during the 
game (only adults can act as a Team official) The Team Official cannot be in the technical area, 
they must be with Spectators. 

 The Team Official is required to ensure that your team and its spectators act in a fit, proper 
and fair manner. If trouble escalates the Team Official is to immediately engage the support of 
a Club Ground Official  

 A Team Official or indeed spectators are not to enter the field of play for any reason. 

 
Spectators 

 As noted above, it is up to the Team Official to control the spectators present at their game. If 
any spectator becomes unruly or acts in a threatening manner and they cannot be pacified by 
the Game Official, the Ground Official should be asked to front the spectator.  

 Any spectator deemed to be acting outside the Club’s Behaviour Policies will be asked to front 
the Executive Committee to explain their actions and may be subject to sanctions or otherwise 
following that meeting.  

 

Time on the Field 
 Our Club policy is that all players, regardless of ability, should receive consideration from 

Coach/Manager for fair and equal time on the park. If a parent/player feels that their 
child/they are being disadvantaged they are to approach the Club Vice President who will 
address the situation with relevant Coach/Manager.  

 
Forfeits 

 If a Forfeit is known in advance of the game you are to phone Club Secretary (Kim Johnson) by 
6.00pm on the Thursday evening before game day to avoid the Team being charged a forfeit 
fine by MFA. (Club will not pay the fine) 

 If your team is unable to play due to a shortage of players (we encourage you to make every 
effort to either try to borrow players from a lower Age Group or Division before forfeiting) then 
you are to advise the Club Secretary (Kim Johnson) as soon as possible before the game time  

 Note: The cost of team forfeits rests with the Team and they will need to pay the necessary 
fine as incurred on the Club by MFA. 

 

Wet Weather 
 On game days the Secretary will contact the Coach or Manager if your game has been called 

off due to ground closures.  

 If ground closures are advised before game day you will be contacted.   

 If Hume Oval is closed for training due to weather/ground conditions you will be contacted 
and the sign at the front gate will display “Grounds Closed” message.  

 Please note that the grounds may remain closed for a day or two after initial close decision (or 
longer depending upon the severity of the weather conditions that forced closure in the first 
place) so please check the website or facebook for details or call the Secretary. This is to 



ensure that grounds remain playable and are not damaged through training. Also insurance 
may not be payable in the event of injury if it is established that the grounds were unsafe for 
play/training so it is in everyone’s interest that common sense decisions are made . 

 When grounds are closed there is no training to be conducted on the park AT ALL. 

 Fines may apply from Wollondilly Council if anyone is on the grounds whilst closed. 

 
Hot Weather Policy  

 The Club adheres to the Football NSW Hot Weather Policy (please refer to Club Website for 
Full Details – you are encouraged to read these important documents and policies)  

 Games will be cancelled or postponed when:  
o (ADULTS) temperature reaches or is greater than 37°  
o (CHILDREN – Up to and including 16 years of age) temperature reaches or is greater 

than 32°  

 
Duty Rosters 

 All Coaches and Managers are to ensure that at all home games there are parents helping on 
the day. Setting up a roster in the team is advisable. 

 One or each of the child’s parents MUST help the Club at least twice throughout the season. 

 Help is in the way of set up of the days games, which means coming an hour before the game 
kick off to set up field, spectator areas, BBQ and Canteen 

 During the game, manning the BBQ or in the Canteen is mandatory. 

 If the last game of the day help is required to pack up the field, spectator areas BBQ and 
Canteen at the end of the game. 

 

Code of Conduct 
 The Club has a code of Conduct that all members (players, coaches, managers and spectators) 

must follow. 

 Failure to act in accordance with the Code of Conduct is viewed seriously by the Club and any 
person acting outside of the policy will be asked to face the Club Executive for an explanation 
and sanctions against the person may result. 

 

Smoking 
 Hume Oval is subject to Section 6A of the Smoke-free Environment Act 2000 and as such 

smoking is banned in any spectator area when an organized event/competition is being held. 

 Smoking is only permitted in the car park. 
 

End of Season Trophies 
 Each Mini Roos player will receive a participation award at the Presentation Night. 

 Each team Under 12’s and up will have 3 Major Team Awards handed out at the evening. 
o Golden Boot 
o Coaches Award 
o Players Player 

 The Club recognizes Premiership Winning Teams, Coach and Managers with a Premiership 
Award. (to be determine by the Committee) 



 
Provision of Playing Shirts and Training Gear  

 Each team will be provided a Team Kit, with a set of playing shirts, First Aid Kit and vests for 
the Coach and Team Official. 

 It is recommended that after the game ALL shirts are collected and sent home with a parent to 
wash, a roster system is required. 

 The Club will provide a training kit with training balls, cones and bibs. 

 All Club Training gear and Playing shirts are to be returned to the Gear Steward  immediately 
following the last game of the season for the team. 

 Charges apply for non return of all or part of the items. 
  



Under 6 and 7’s 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MDSFA SSG Formats and Rules 

Playing Format Under 6 & 7 
No of Players 4 v 4 

Coach on Field Yes 

Field Size Length 30m Width 20m 
Field Markings Markers or Line markings 

Penalty Area No 
Goal Size Width 1.5 – 2m Height 0.9 -1m 

Goal Type Portable goals or poles or markers 
Ball Size Size 3 

Goalkeeper No 

Playing Time 2 x 15 mins 

Half time Break 5 mins 

Referee Game Leader 
Points Table No 

Interchange Players No Limit 

Throw In No 
Corner Kick No 

Offside No 
Free Kicks All Indirect 

 

 



Field of Play markings  
Where possible and practical, there should be a semi circle in place around each goal. This area will be 
determined a no stopping zone for all players. The idea is to discourage players standing in front of 
the goals in either an attacking or defending position. The circle should be no more than 3 metres in 
span. 
Start of play and restart after a goal  
Pass the ball forward to a team mate from the middle of the half way line. All players must be in their 
own half of the field of play. Opponents must be at least 5m away from the ball until it is in play. The 
ball must touch a team mate before a goal can be scored.  
Ball in and out of play  
The ball is out of play when it has wholly crossed the goal line or the side line either on the ground or 
in the air or when the game has been stopped by the game leader or instructing referee.  
In the event the ball is kicked out across the goal line the attacking side shall retreat to the halfway 
line allowing the team defending every opportunity to counter attack.  
Ball crossing the touch line 
There is no throw in. A player from the opposing team to the player that touched the ball last before 
crossing the touch line will place the ball on the touch line and pass or dribble the ball into play. 
Opponents must be at least 5m away from the ball until it is in play. The ball must touch a team mate 
before a goal can be scored. 
Ball crossing the goal line 
There is no corner kick. Regardless of which team touched the ball last, a player from the team whose 
goal line the ball has crossed will place the ball anywhere along the goal line and pass or dribble the 
ball into play. Opponents must retreat to the half way line can move once the ball is in play. The ball 
must touch a team mate before a goal can be scored. 
Method of scoring  
A goal is scored when the whole of the ball crosses over the goal line between the goal posts and 
under the cross bar. When portable goal posts are not available and cones or poles are used a goal is 
scored when the ball passes between the markers without touching them, below the shoulder height 
of the player. 
Goalkeeper  
No Goalkeeper. The game leader, coaches and managers should continually discourage children from 
permanently standing in front of the goal. 
Fouls and misconduct  
Indirect free kicks are awarded for all acts of handball and fouls and misconduct. Opponents must be 
at least 10 metres away from the ball when an indirect free kick is taken. Where a free kick is awarded 
within 10 metres of the goal line to the attacking team, the game leader shall move the free kick to a 
point no closer than 10 metres our from the goal line. Both defending and attacking players shall be 
permitted to stand 5 metres away from where the kick is to be taken but are not permitted to stand 
in or enter the penalty area. 
A goal can only be scored following an indirect free kick if it touches another player.  
 
Reasons to award an indirect free kick are:  
 

 Kicks or attempts to kick an opponent  

 Trips or attempts to trip an opponent  

 Jumps at an opponent 



 Charges at an opponent  

 Strikes or attempts to strike an opponent  

 Pushes an opponent  

 Tackles an opponent from behind to gain possession of the ball  

 Makes contact with the opponent before touching the ball  

 Holds an opponent  

 Spits at an opponent  

 Handles the ball deliberately 

 Plays in a dangerous manner  

 Impedes the progress of a player  
 
 

  



Under 8’s and U9’s 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Playing Format Under 8 & 9 
No of Players 7 v 7 

Field Size 
¼ Full size pitch  

Length 40m – 50m 
Width 30m – 40m 

Field Markings Markers or Line markings 
Penalty Area 5-6m width x 3-4m deep 

Goal Size 
Width 2.5 – 3m 
Height 1-8 – 2m 

Goal Type Portable goals or poles or markers 
Ball Size Size 3 

Goalkeeper Yes 
Playing Time 2 x 20 mins 

Half time Break 5 mins 

Referee Instructing Referee 
Points Table No 

Interchange Players No Limit 
Throw In Yes 

Corner Kick Yes 

Offside No 
Free Kicks All Indirect 



 

Field of Play markings  
Where possible and practical, there should be a circle around the centre point of the field. This should 
be 10 metres in diameter. Where there are no centre markings, it shall be at the discretion of the 
referee as to how far back the opposing players shall retreat for a kick off starting play.  
Goal mouths shall have a rectangle area with a maximum size of 6m x 4 m, known as the goal area. 
Goalkeepers are encouraged to play the ball into play following a save by throwing the ball over arm 
or rolling to a team mate or from a place kick on the ground within the goal area. Once the 
goalkeeper has possession of the ball in his/her hands all players must retreat 5m outside the goal 
area to allow play to recommence. The ball is not in play until it leaves the goal area. 
Start of play and restart after a goal  
Pass the ball forward to a team mate from the middle of the half way line. All players must be in their 
own half of the field of play. Opponents must be at least 5m away from the ball until it is in play. The 
ball must touch a team mate before a goal can be scored.  
Ball in and out of play  
The ball is out of play when it has wholly crossed the goal line or the side line either on the ground or 
in the air or when the game has been stopped by the game leader or instructing referee.  
Goal Kicks 
In the event the ball is kicked out across the goal line by the attacking side, and not between the goal 
posts a goal kick will be awarded, the attacking side shall retreat 5 metres from the goal area allowing 
the team defending every opportunity to counter attack. 
Corner Kicks 
In the event that the defending side kicks the ball over the goal line, and not between the goal posts, 
a corner kick is to be awarded. Both attacking and defending teams are permitted to be in the goal 
area. 
Method of scoring  
A goal is scored when the whole of the ball crosses over the goal line between the goal posts and 
under the cross bar. When portable goal posts are not available and cones or poles are used a goal is 
scored when the ball passes between the markers without touching them  
Goalkeeper 
The goalkeeper is allowed to handle the ball anywhere in the goal area. To restart play after a save or 
gathering the ball with their hands, the ball must be thrown or rolled from the hands or played from 
the ground with their feet, within 6 seconds. The goalkeeper is not allowed to kick or drop kick the 
ball directly from their hands. Opponents must be at least 5m outside the goal area; the ball is in play 
once it moves out of the goal area. An indirect free kick is awarded if the goalkeeper touches the ball 
with his hands after it has been deliberately kicked to him by a team-mate. 
Fouls and misconduct  
Indirect free kicks are awarded for all acts of handball and fouls and misconduct. Opponents must be 

at least 10 meters away from the ball when an indirect free kick is taken. 
Where a free kick is awarded within 10 metres of the goal line, the referee shall move the free kick to 
a point no closer than 10 metres out from the goal line. Both defending and attacking players shall be 
permitted to stand 5 metres away from where the kick is to be taken but are not permitted to stand 
in or enter the goal area. For deliberate or serious acts of handball or fouls and misconduct in the goal 
area, a direct free kick is awarded from an 8m mark with only a goalkeeper in position. All other 
players must be outside the goal area and be at least 5m behind the mark. 



 
A goal can only be scored following an indirect free kick if it touches another player.  
 
Reasons to award an indirect free kick are:  
 
• Kicks or attempts to kick an opponent  
• Trips or attempts to trip an opponent 
• Jumps at an opponent  
• Charges at an opponent  
• Strikes or attempts to strike an opponent  
• Pushes an opponent  
• Tackles an opponent from behind to gain possession of the ball  
• Makes contact with the opponent before touching the ball  
• Holds an opponent  
• Spits at an opponent  
• Handles the ball deliberately  
• Plays in a dangerous manner  
• Impedes the progress of a player  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Under 10’s and 11’s 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Playing Format Under 10’s and 11’s 
No of Players 9 v 9 

Field Size 
½ Full size pitch  

Length 60m – 70m 
Width 40m – 50m 

Field Markings Markers or Line markings 

Penalty Area 12m width x 5m deep 

Goal Size 
Width 4.5 – 5m 
Height 1-8 – 2m 

Goal Type Portable goals or poles or markers 
Ball Size Size 4 

Goalkeeper Yes 
Playing Time 2 x 25 mins 

Half time Break 5 mins 
Referee Instructing referee 

Points Table No 

Interchange Players No Limit 
Throw In Yes 

Corner Kick Yes 
Offside No 

Free Kicks All Indirect 



Field of Play markings  
Where possible and practical, there should be a circle around the centre point of the field. This should 
be 10 metres in diameter. Where there are no centre markings, it shall be at the discretion of the 
referee as to how far back the opposing players shall retreat for a kick off starting play.  
Goal area shall have a rectangle area with a maximum size of 12m x 5m. Goalkeepers are encouraged 
to play the ball back into play following a save by throwing the ball over are or rolling to a team mate 
or placing it on the ground and kicking it.  
Start of play and restart after a goal  
Pass the ball forward to a team mate from the middle of the half way line. All players must be in their 
own half of the field of play. Opponents must be at least 5m away from the ball until it is in play. The 
ball must touch a team mate before a goal can be scored.  
Ball in and out of play  
The ball is out of play when it has wholly crossed the goal line or the side line either on the ground or 
in the air or when the game has been stopped by the game leader or instructing referee. 
Goal Kicks  
In the event the ball is kicked out across the goal line by the attacking side and not between the goal 
posts a goal kick will be awarded, the attacking side shall retreat 5 metres from the goal are allowing 
the team defending every opportunity to counter attack.   
Corner Kicks 
In the event that the defending side kicks the ball over the goal line, and not between the goal posts 
and under the cross bar, a corner kick is to be awarded. Both attacking and defending teams are 
permitted in the goal area. 
Method of scoring  
A goal is scored when the whole of the ball crosses over the goal line between the goal posts and 

under the cross bar. When portable goal posts are not available and cones or poles are used a goal 
is scored when the ball passes between the markers without touching them 

Goalkeepers 
The goalkeeper is allowed to handle the ball anywhere in the goal area. To restart play after a save or 
gathering of the ball with their hands, the ball must be thrown or rolled from the hands or played 
from the ground with their feet, within 6 seconds. The goalkeeper is not allowed to kick or drop kick 
the ball directly from their hands. Opponents must be at least 5m outside the goal area and cannot 
move inside the goal area until the ball is in play. The ball is in play once it moves out of the goal area 
or the goalkeeper places the ball on the ground. An indirect free kick is awarded if the goalkeeper 
touches the ball with his hands after it has been deliberately kicked to him by a team-mate. 
Goal Area 
Players from both attacking and defending teams are permitted to enter the goal area at any time 
throughout the game for the purpose of attacking or defending. Once the keeper has control of the 
ball all players must leave the goal area and retreat at least 5 metres, including the taking of a goal 
kick. 
 
 
Fouls and misconduct  
Indirect free kicks are awarded for all acts of handball and fouls and misconduct. Opponents must be 
at least 10 meters away from the ball when an indirect free kick is taken. Where a free kick is awarded 
within 10 metres of the goal line, the referee shall move the free kick to a point no closer than 10 
metres out from the goal line. Both defending and attacking players shall be permitted to stand 5 



metres away from where the kick is to be taken but are not permitted to stand in or enter the goal 
area. 
For deliberate or serious acts of handball or fouls or misconduct in the goal area, a direct free kick is 
awarded from an 8 metre mark from the goal line with only a goalkeeper in position. All other players 
must be outside the goal area and be at least 5 metres behind the 8 metre mark. 
 
A goal can only be scored following an indirect free kick if it touches another player. 
 
Reasons to award an indirect free kick are:  
• Kicks or attempts to kick an opponent  
• Trips or attempts to trip an opponent  
• Jumps at an opponent  
• Charges at an opponent  
• Strikes or attempts to strike an opponent  
• Pushes an opponent  
• Tackles an opponent from behind to gain possession of the ball  
• Makes contact with the opponent before touching the ball  
• Holds an opponent  
• Spits at an opponent  
• Handles the ball deliberately  
• Plays in a dangerous manner  
• Impedes the progress of a player 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



  



  



 
 

 


